With the adverse research in field of engineering and technology, the use of Kronecker product highlighted from many aspects by researchers in different fields of science, especially considering digital signal processing where Discrete Fourier Transform plays a supreme role. This transform can be performed using Kronecker product in an iterative way. The implementation of DFT using this product needs a reverse order multiplication that can easily be catered for by applying few techniques of linear algebra i.e. by using a unique permutation matrix, on the original Kronecker Product. The permutation matrix obtained from "I" interchanging of rows / columns from an identity matrix. A total of n! permutation matrices will be obtained using this methodology. This paper presents a technique for finding the unique permutation matrix out of n! matrices. This uniquely identified permutation matrix is used to attain the reverse order Kronecker product without using the same technique, as used for obtaining the original Kronecker product.
I. INTRODUCTION
Kronecker product, plays an imperative role in major disciplines of science as in mathematics, linear algebra, big data analysis and signal processing etc. that acts as a nucleus in the formation of this modern era especially from application perspective [1] . This product also finds its applications in matrix calculus [2] , system theory [3] , differential equations [4] that are the basis for circuit analysis and much more. A well-established transform to study a time domain signal from frequency perspective, filtering and analysis is Fourier transform [5] . Kronecker product is an arithmetic tool that finds its significance in many applications in field of research. Usage of this product for the modular design of computational structures for signal processing algorithms especially on FPGA [6] can also be implemented. The given product finds its applications in usage of Krylov Subspace methods for the evaluation of the expressions as ( ) using Kronecker structure on [7] , execution, implementation of applications of Hadamard matrices [8] , recursive generations of a large class of discrete unitary transforms [9] , Image rescaling, reconstruction [10] , matrix calculus [11] and so on. Its usage on FPGA [6] , Graphical processing Units [12] processing algorithms cannot be rendered.
The main problem that arises during the implementation of the Kronecker product is its computation cost, especially to those algorithms in which it is used repeatedly. This problem becomes a bottleneck while computing two or more products simultaneously, especially when, in the same arithmetic calculation original and reverse order Kronecker product are to be calculated, e.g. in formulation of DFT as stated in (1) , that is taken as a building block in this paper. We can improve the performance of various algorithms using this product by optimizing its performance with respect to computational time.
Keeping in view the calculation of Kronecker product, an intuitive approach is proposed to bypass the rigorous calculations required to compute the permutation matrix. In this paper, we present a mechanism that calculates a unique permutation matrix, so that computation time for finding the reverse order product decreases, and reverse order Kronecker product from its original may be generated with minimum computations.
The paper is structured in the following manner as Section II discusses the background and working of permutation matrix, proposed methodology is discussed in Section III which is in the continuation with the observations and results in Section IV, leading us to conclusion in Section V that meets up with the end of the paper.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we highlight the basic mathematics needed to calculate the required uniquely identified permutation matrix for Kronecker product to calculate its reverse order Product.
The usage of Kronecker and reverse order KP in same arithmetic calculation finds its application in formulation of DFT, in which is an DFT matrix, being identity matrix and is a diagonal matrix leading us to a bit reversed order DFT matrix as .
In such cases where we have to compute the original and reverse order KP at same time, being it to be computationally expensive algorithm, we can use Permutation Matrix for this purpose to reuse the previously calculated product for further use as below:
And hence by using the permutation matrix, we can find the DFT with less computation using the previously calculated Kronecker Product. A. Permutation Matrix Permutation matrix is a binary matrix having two entries (i.e. 0 & 1), and is obtained by permuting the columns /rows of an identity matrix. Note that every permutation in the identity matrix provides us with a unique permutation matrix that leads us towards different solutions after its multiplication with original matrix. For instance, let us suppose a 4 4 matrix, multiplied with different permutation matrices of same order as below:
Using a different permutation matrix of same order as:
Hence from (3) & (4), using different permutation matrices multiplied with same matrix, different results are obtained.
B. Rows and Columns Permuted Matrices
From (3) & (4), it is observed that in matrix multiplication, using PM after the original matrix swaps the columns of the original matrix. However, to achieve a row permuted matrix, the permutation matrix is placed behind the original matrix as below:
So from (4) and (5) it can be observed that for same permutation matrix, the placement of the PM will decide the resultant matrix either to be a row permuted matrix or a column permuted matrix.
C. Kronecker Product and Permutation Matrix
Let us suppose we have A and B matrices of and order respectively, then the Kronecker product of A & B would be as
That can be expressed more explicitly as [ ] And the reverse product i.e. B A can be written as
From (6) and (7) it can be observed that A B and B A are entirely different matrices. But from A B, B A can be achieved just by swapping some of the rows and columns with the specific permutations. In other words we can say that A B and B A are permutation equivalent matrices, and there exists a unique permutation matrix such that
Furthermore, another characteristic of this unique permutation matrix is that the transpose and inverse of the unique PM is same as the PM itself, as (9) All remaining PM"s, doesn"t qualify the above property due to which they are not classified as the unique PM for Kronecker Product
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In this section, we propose a methodology for calculation of reverse order Kronecker using unique permutation matrix. For this, let us suppose two, matrices and for understanding. The two Kronecker products A B, as in (6), and B A, as in (7) will be as follows,
Similarly
Total number of permutation matrices that can be produced from an order identity matrix are calculated as
As are both order matrices and the order of their Kronecker Product will be , thus in this case a 4 4 identity matrix will be used as PM that generates 4! i.e. 24 different permutation matrices as stated in (12) which are shown in Fig. 1 . International Journal of Computer Theory and Engineering, Vol. 11, No. 6, December 2019 Out of these 24 matrices as shown in Fig. 1 , a single unique permutation matrix say ( ) satisfies the requirements for reverse order Kronecker product as stated in (9) . From the above two matrices (10) and (11) it can be observed that from we can easily produce just by swapping second and third rows and then swapping same columns. To achieve this, an identity matrix will be used, that is also swapped in the same manner, and is then multiplied as in (4) & (5) .
That is same number of rows are swapped from the identity matrix to make unique permutation matrix, that satisfies the unique PM property and hence by substituting, it may become
These operations will eventually give us the results, that corresponds to our reverse order Kronecker Product i.e. .
A. Formation of n n Permutation Matrix
In order to find the uniquely identified permutation matrix that satisfies requirements for reverse order Kronecker calculation stated in (6) and (7), we take two matrices and of order 2 2 having Kronecker product of order 4 4 as discussed earlier
Whereas it"s reverse order Kronecker product would be as
The swapping hierarchy of entries from towards is shown below. Furthermore, these are the swapped rows similar to the swapping of rows/columns of an identity matrix to form a uniquely identified PM,
It can be observed in the above case that reverse order KP i.e. can be attained from by swapping the 2nd and 3rd rows and then same columns or vice versa. Taking A B and reshaping to make it B A using the assigned labels would lead towards the formation of permutation matrix as below
It is observed that the 1st and 4th rows of both are at the same place (underlined) where as other 2nd and 3rd rows/columns are swapped with each other. Considering the stated hierarchy, from the permutations of rows of can be achieved as follows:
In order to transform from , the matrix entries are first row permuted then column permuted. As stated earlier, the swapping hierarchy of the Kronecker product, to achieve its reverse order, is same as that of identity matrix. For the given example, the uniquely identified PM can be achieved using the same transitions of rows/columns as stated above. Here entries depict the placement of "1" in each row/column of identity matrix. This swapping technique would lead us towards the unique permutation matrix that is used as uniquely identified Kronecker permutation matrix B. Pseudo Code Let us suppose two matrices A and B of dimensions. The generation of B A from A B is to formulated by using an permutation matrix. This permutation matrix can be formulated as follows:
1) Generate a natural number dimensional matrix having entities. 2) Reshape the matrix column wise in such a way that each (n+1)st column lies beneath the nth column. 3) Make this column vector into a row vector. 4) The entities of this row vector point out towards the position of "1" at a specific row/column. Write "1" at every place pointing by the row vector and all other entries besides these locations are "0`s. 5) This generated matrix is the required uniquely identified permutation matrix. The implementation of the pseudo code for PM is as follows
Similarly for 16 16 PM, it can be obtained by the swapping of natural number matrix rows/columns and following rows will come one after the other in identity matrix as
IV. OBSERVATION AND RESULTS
In order to compare our proposed methodology we generated random matrices of order 4 4 till 20 20 for Kronecker Product, requiring permutation matrix of order 16 16 up to 400 400 to calculate its reverse order. The Kronecker product for these matrices were calculated and afterwards derived from their reverse order product, by generating permutation matrix. It is observed the original KP and the one calculated using its reverse order using PM is always same and their difference gives the null matrix that verifies the applicability of this technique. For instance let us suppose two matrices of order .
The Permutation Matrix of order using the stated methodology will be: 
=
The results obtained are by calculating the reverse product directly, and by evaluating it through permutation matrix technique gives the same result, as the subtraction of the two, gives a null matrix, that intern proves the reliability of this methodology.
V. CONCLUSION
The paper gives a brief overview of Kronecker product and its implementation in finding the reverse order multiplication, as in formulation DFT in signal processing using a unique permutation matrix technique by finding it intuitively. This would lessen its computation cost by not calculating the reverse product being it to be computationally expensive algorithm and intern evaluating it by using the ground principles of matrix theory through a unique permutation matrix, from the same previously found Kronecker product. The computation cost to calculate the PM for reverse order KP will be minimum as the entities for an x unique PM can be depicted directly, without finding it from n! PM"s.
